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Editorial
As the spread of coronavirus gripped the entire world including social, economic, political, religious, sports, tourism
and host of other areas, it has had a major impact on the global maritime economy. Likewise, the maritime activities
including at port operations, shipping sector, the trucking industry, �isheries as well as maritime tourism have slowed
down sharply across the board world over.
As we all know that world’s economy in general and the shipping sector, in particular, is largely driven by Chinese
trade; which was reduced from the onset of coronavirus pandemic outbreak whereby a rapid slump in demand for goods
from China was observed. It created a trickle-down effect on maritime transport. There is no doubt for China being the
commercial giant, therefore, everything that affects it ends up impacting the global economy. However, four months down
the line from the initial spread of coronavirus in China, some signs of recovery have been observed. A recovery in demand
from Japan and South Korea has been observed whereas Chinese �igures are still low. It is learnt that the Chinese government is providing relief to the shipping sector, along with many other affected sectors.
To every challenge, there lies an opportunity, as it is said, there is a great opportunity for our shipbreaking sector
under this current situation whereby a large number of relatively older ships are on sale for demolition. It is interesting to
observe that during the last four months a large number of merchant ships (about 5 million deadweights) were sold for
demolition. Indian and Bangladeshi markets are already in action to grab the situation. Our investors of this sector should
also take this golden opportunity to reinvigorate Gaddani ship-breaking activity. Concurrently, the government should
come to their support in a big way primarily to provide them with procedural convenience and some relief in taxation.

As regards the world shipbuilding market, the spread of pandemic has also enforced delays in shipbuilding and repairing activities. The shipbuilding orders normally work on medium to long term basis so there would be hardly any signi�icant impact on shipbuilding industry per se. The orders are generally being delayed but not cancelled.

Coming over to Pakistan, the challenge is that on one hand there is a global need for containing the spread of Covid19
while on the other hand, it is important to make sure that energy, as well as food and essential goods, are kept �lowing to
the country and at the same time our exports should also not hamper much. Our maritime sector generally comprises of
ports and harbours, shipping sector, �isheries and to some extent the local tourism at sea beaches. We need to make sure
that our ports and terminals are kept open for operations. The interesting thing about Pakistan is that owing to coronavirus crises, the country’s energy consumption has drastically reduced. Accordingly, the re�ineries have shut down their
operations thereby cutting down our crude oil imports which form the country’s main import commodity. This will though
reduce PNSC’s earnings, however, to mitigate the same PNSC has wisely started chartering out some of its oil tankers.
Fortunately, PNSC’s bulk carriers are already on international chartering on per day basis; however, their business might
be impacted in the medium term on expiry of current charter periods.

Likewise, KPT and PQA also ensuring their essential operations through better planning and using critically important
staff and skilled labour. All ports and terminals are operational and working with most critical staff as per their prescribed
COVID-19 response plans for ports to ensure business continuity. However, delays in operations may be expected as the
Governmental department has issued a travel advisory for port health that includes submission of a health declaration by
vessels that there are no symptoms on board, No crew disembarkation until clearance from Port Health is obtained and
the suspected infected vessels are to be isolated at outer anchorage. The Port Qasim Authority further requires that crew
from foreign vessels are not allowed to disembark. As a result of lockdown and restriction of movement of people/vehicles, the time duration for the lifting of cargo from the ports is exceeding the free time as allowed to the importers under
normal course of business. Given the current situation and to facilitate trade, it is proposed that demurrage and detention
charges may not be charged from the importers for a period of 15 days in addition to the free time already allowed by the
port authorities.
In Pakistan, the worst-hit sector due to corona pandemic is the �isheries sector. Fishermen are not being allowed to
leave the harbour for �ishing. Fish trade at Karachi, Korangi and Ibrahim Hyderi have been halted. Fish harbours and
auction halls are all closed. The situation is adversely affecting especially the poor �ishermen with smaller boats who
depend on shorter �ishing trips. This is a serious issue and the Government must address this problem taking due care of
�ishermen’s miseries.
Another maritime sector which has been affected is the tourism sector. We already have small scale maritime tourism
mostly involving local populace only. However the beaches are deserted due to lockdown and a large number of small
businesses, vendors, as well as tour operators associated with this sector, are being adversely affected.
Cdre (R) Ali Abbas
Chief Editor

National News
Iran Ready to Enhance Cooperation with Pakistan in Maritime Sector, Says Envoy

personnel. The Russians side appreciated the
seriousness of Pakistan government in the matter
affecting the humanity around the globe. Iran
showed its willingness to work with Pakistan in
eradicating the in�low of drugs via land and sea by
conducting joint border patrolling and naval exercises. (Credits: The News)
BoA okays Rashakai Psez’s Uplift Accord Under
CPEC

March 5, Iran is willing to expand cooperation with
Pakistan in multiple sectors especially in maritime,
Iranian envoy Mohammad Ali Hosseini said during
his meeting with Minister for Maritime Affairs Ali
Haider Zaidi, both sides discussed ways to promote
cooperation between Iran the two countries. the
need to pursue agreements reached between the
two states during Prime Minister Imran Khan's
visit to Tehran last year. Zaidi, welcomed the
expansion of maritime cooperation with Iran and
stressed upon the need for continued consultations. (Credits: The News)
PFF protest rally against occupation of lakes

March 6, Pakistan Fisher Folk Forum (PFF) held
protest rally and demonstration against occupation
over historical natural ‘Narari Lake’ of coastal belt
and against anti-agro and environmental projects
funded by World Bank. The rally was participated
by large number of �ishermen including men,
women and children hailing from different villages
and Union Councils. While addressing the gathering Syed Muhammad Ali Shah. (Credits: Pakistan
Observer)
CPEC to be Drug Free Corridor

March 6, Minister of State for Narcotics Control,
Shehryar Khan Afridi said that Pakistan and China
had decided to expand the scope of China, Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) as the world’s �irst
drug-free corridor by linking safety modules with
Russia, Iran, Tajikistan and other regional trade
routes. The two sides also agreed to enhance cooperation for trainings law enforcement agencies''

March 6, The Board of Approvals (BOA) approved
the Development Agreement (DA) of Rashakai
pSEZ, previously endorsed by the KP Special
Economic Zones Authority. Rashakai pSEZ, the �irst
prioritized SEZ of Pakistan, is among the three
prioritized SEZs that are being focused on in the
second phase of CPEC, the other two being Dhabeji
(Sindh) and M3 (Punjab).

Rashakai pSEZ is strategically situated in the proximity of Islamabad and Azakhel Dry Port Nowshera
on the M1 motorway which links it to the CPEC
route and Swat Expressway, offering a location
advantage to the Special Economic Zone. The
1,000-acre pSEZ will be developed by China Road
and Bridge Corporation (CRBC) in a joint venture
with the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Economic Zones
Development and Management Company. The
development and subsequently the colonization of
Rashakai pSEZ is expected to yield multiple
economic bene�its, including 50,000 direct and
150,000 indirect job creation and opportunities for
trade and export to the Central Asian markets
through the expected Torkham corridor. (Credits:
Business Recorder)
Turtles on Makran Beaches Are Facing Endangerment

March 7, Aquatic life at Makran coastal line in Pakistan is facing threats nowadays; especially turtles
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are in real danger dead bodies of aquatic turtles are
found in the area which was considered as a
protected natural habitat. The beaches of Makran
were considered safe for aquatic life. Many of the
world’s aquatic life species are found here. There
are several different beaches in Makran including
Daran, Jewaani Tak, Ormara, Hiftilar Island and
Pasni have been given the status of safe havens for
a unique population of green turtles. Since these
areas are far away from human populations, they
are ideal for these unique turtles. The lack of education and awareness, the local people do not consider the turtles to be important. No NGO or governmental authority is working for the protection of
these rare turtles. (Credits: The BOL TV)
Pak Navy ship visits Turkey to boost naval
collaboration

March 8, Pakistan Navy Ship Yarmook visited
Golcuk, Turkey as part of goodwill visit to enhance
naval collaboration and develop interoperability
with Turkish Navy. Both the sides displayed commitment to further enhance brotherly relations and
expand bilateral cooperation in various domains.
Pakistan’s sacri�ices in �ight against terrorism and
Pakistan Navy’s role to ensure maritime security
were also highlighted. (Credit: The News)

construction of road and rail track between
Qasim-Karachi ports and other issues were
discussed. (Credits: ARY NEWS)
Go kayaking through mangroves just three
hours away from Karachi

March 9, There’s an island in Balochistan where
you can go kayaking in channels surrounded by
three species of mangroves and watch dolphins
swim. It is only three hours away from Karachi.
This new spot, what locals call Adi Island, has yet to
get the attention of picnickers who have been
advised to be eco-friendly while paying it a visit.
There are camping arrangements for overnight
stays. You can also watch pods of humpback
dolphins swim. A maximum of 40 people can be
accommodated in the camps at a time. As you step
on the island after a 20-minute boat ride from the
beach, there are three species of mangroves,
Avicennia marina, Ceriops tagal and Rhizophora
stylosa, growing there. Each visitor that pays them
a visit has to plant a mangrove sapling. (Credits:
SAMAA NEWS)

Naval Chief Kicks off Pakistan Navy’s Four-Million-Tree Drive

Maersk keen to increase its operations in Pakistan

March 9, Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs, Ali
Zaidi was called on by Danish delegation led by
Ambassador Rolf Holmboe and Senior Director
Maersk, Julain Michael Bevis. The dignitaries
discussed the expansion of shipping operations
and steps being taken to promote and implement
the notion of ease of doing business. The guests
lauded the constructive efforts of the Ministry of
Maritime Affairs in this regard and expressed
resolve to continue a mutually bene�icial relationship with the country. The Danish business
conglomerate also discussed various methods and
procedures to increase its operations in Pakistan’s
shipping sector. During the meeting, matters
pertaining to multi-billion dollar China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC), Chinese investment in
Special Economic Zones (SEZs), structure of ports,

March 10, Pakistan Navy Chief Admiral Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi on Monday kicked off a plantation drive of 4 million trees across the country by
planting a sapling at the Naval Headquarters. The
naval chief expressed �irm resolve to ensure that
the institute played its due role in tackling the
threat of climate change, global warming and
greenhouse gases. Special prayers were made by
senior Pakistan navy of�icials present alongside the
naval chief for the success of the plantation drive.
(Credits: The Nation)
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Zubaida Jalal Lauds Efforts of Pakistan Navy

any fee from residents of coastal areas to commute
in or out to sea. He told the National Assembly that
�ishing within 12 nautical miles, after 18th amendment is provincial subject however deep sea �ishing
is subject of maritime ministry. (Credits: APP)
Shrimps in Arabian Sea Near to Distinction Due
to Use of Prohibited Trawl Nets

March 11, Minister for Defence Production Zubaida
Jalal has reiterated the government's commitment
to further strengthen defence of the country. Talking to Naval Chief Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi
in Islamabad on Wednesday, she appreciated the
efforts of Pakistan Navy. Professional matters,
particularly related to defence production, were
discussed during the meeting. (Credits: Radio Pakistan)
Illegal Jetties Will Be Regularized: Ali Haider
Zaidi

March 11, Pakistan’s �ishermen are using prohibited �ishing nets that cause traumatic damage to
marine life in the Arabian Sea. The Fishermen are
caught red-handed by using prohibited nets and in
Ibrahim Haideri – an area of district Malir in Karachi. These �ishermen are using Gujja and Bola nets
(prohibited by the United Nations) in the Korangi
creek which in nesting place for shrimps and �ishes.
Korangi creek is a natural nursery for the eggs of
�ishes and shrimps and �ishermen involves in illegal
hunting using a prohibited net in the said area. This
practice is putting the breeding of shrimps and
other marine life in serious threat. (Credits: BOL
NEWS)
Vessel Carrying Coal Strands On Rocky Coast

March 11, Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs Ali
Haider Zaidi informed the National Assembly that
the Government is agreed to regularize illegal
jetties located in Ibrahim Haidri. The Karachi Port
Trust (KPT) as a port authority impose no charges
on residents of the coastal area to commute in or
out to sea or traveling between different islands.
However, charges namely “Tolls on Fishing Boats
and Hard & Foreshore Fees” and License fees are
collected as per KPT tariff under KPT by laws for
the owner of �ishing boats, passenger boats, and
water, oil and cargo barges. He said Korangi �isheries harbor authority only accommodates �ishing
vessels and not charging any amount nor collecting

March 12, A cargo vessel carrying coal for a private
power company was stranded on the rocky coast
off Karachi. According to local �ishermen, the vessel
stranded at the rocky coastal area of the beach near
Mubarak Village. They said that the vessel was
carrying coal cargo for a private power company
and dur to heavy waves in the sea steered the vessel
from its route towards the beach. The DG Ports and
Shipping has taken notice of the incident and
ordered for enquiry in this regard. He said the
Mercantile Maritime Department will investigate
the causes of the incident. He also directed the
departments concerned to use especial tugs to pull
out the vessel from the rocks into the sea. (Credits:
Business Recorder)
PCG Teams Seize Drugs, Smuggled Goods of
Over Rs368m

March 12, PCG mobile patrol teams at Winder
(Balochistan), seized around 25,000 liters of Iranian diesel from various illegal dumps in the Dam
area. During checking, at Naka Khari PCG of�icials
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recovered 4,315 kilograms of betel nuts, 269 tyres,
665 packets of Indian gutka, 1,063 packets
cigarettes, 59 bags of China salt, 808 packets of
Naswar and 430 kilograms of cloth from vehicles.
Moreover, three smugglers were arrested, and
hashish, Iranian diesel, a Mazda truck and a lunch
were con�iscated. The approximate value of seized
items is estimated to be Rs368.67 million. Investigations and a legal process are underway. (Credits:
The News)

Navy to Tackle Maritime Challenges: CNS

Cargo-Handling Mechanism: Hutchison Ports
Wins ‘South Asia 2020’ Award

March 13, Hutchison Ports Pakistan, the country's
leading container terminal operator, has been
acknowledged as the ‘Port/Container Terminal of
the year, South Asia 2020' award. It is the �irst
terminal in the country to acquire electrical
remote-controlled semi-automatic rubber-tyred
gantry cranes to facilitate loading and unloading of
cargo at its phase II extension. The company has
made some signi�icant contributions to increase
ef�iciency at the trading ports in Karachi.

March 17, Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS), Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbasi said that Pakistan Navy is
always ready to tackle the maritime security challenges which facing the country. He expressed
these views while addressing participants of Air
War Course at PAF Air War College. He said that
joint ventures remained central to the modern
concept of military operations as no force could
achieve success in today’s warfare single handedly.
Admiral Zafar Abbasi paid rich tributes to the role
and sacri�ices of the PAF in defense of the country.
(Credits: APP)

The ceremony was held recently as part of the
Global Port Forum Award 2020. The platform aims
to recognize some of the most notable contributions across various sectors of the ports and shipping industry made by organizations around the
world. The organization is committed to revolutionizing the way trade is handled at Pakistan's
shipping terminals. “Karachi is an important shipping port connecting many landlocked states with
the world through sea. Streamlining operations at
this terminal is imperative because it makes up a
signi�icant chunk of the contribution to global transit of goods. (Credits: Business Recorder)

Federal Bodies Should Save Sindh Coast from
Sea Intrusion

March 17, Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) MPA
Sharmila Farooqui said that climate change was
affecting socioeconomic development of Pakistan
as the mean annual temperature in the country had
increased. She claimed that the Sindh government
had adopted effective policies to tackle the environmental issue. Due to the rise in temperature, the
sea level has increased in Pakistan, she said, adding
that the Senate Standing Committee on Science and
Technology had already predicted that the coastal
areas of Badin and Thatta would sink in 30 years
and Karachi in 60 years. She requested the relevant
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federal government institutions, including the
water and power ministry, to carry out research
studies and save the coastal areas of Sindh from sea
intrusion. (Credits: The News)
Rs 12.13B Released for CPEC Projects under
PSDP 2019-20

March 23, The government has so far released
development funds of over Rs 12.13 billion for
various development projects of China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) under its Public Sector
Development Programme (PSDP) 2019-20. According to latest data issued by the ministry of Planning,
the government had allocated Rs 18 billion for
around 20 projects of CPEC for the year 2019-20.
Likewise, for construction of Centre of Excellence
for CPEC, Pakistan Institute of Development
Economics (PIDE), the government has so far
released Rs 50 million out of Rs 73.8 million while
for CPEC support project at ministry of Railways,
another Rs 50 million have also been released.
(Credits: The Nation)
PN Frigate’s Keel-Laying

March 24, The keel-laying ceremony of the second
ship of Type 054 A/P was held at Hudong-Zhonghua Shipyard in China, setting another milestone in
the induction of cutting-edge frigate for the Pakistan Navy, during the ceremony keel-laying protocols were signed by both Pakistani and Chinese
sides. Chief Naval Overseas (China), Commodore
Azfar Humayun graced the occasion as the chief
guest. (Credits: Dawn)

Ports, Customs Remain Operational Amid Lockdown
March 25, Government has decided to keep all
ports and custom services operational while

provincial administrations declared partial lockdowns for a fortnight in the country amid coronavirus outbreak. The ministry of maritime affairs said
all ports and custom operations including imports,
exports and allied functions are essential services
and would continue.

The ministry advised the provincial governments
to also declare ports, Pakistan National Shipping
Company and maritime-related affairs as essential
services to deal with the current emerging situation of coronavirus COVID-19. Mr. Zaidi further
emphasized that if the ports and marine activities
are curbed, then the country would come to gridlock and there would be shortage of everything
including medicines, medical supplies, edibles and
petroleum products. This will further aggravate the
existing coronavirus threat with severe social and
economic implications. (Credits: The News)

Rare Risso’s Dolphin Found Dead on Clifton
Beach
March 25, The WWF-Pakistan said a dolphin was
found dead on the Clifton beach, which has been
identi�ied by experts as Risso’s dolphin, which
might have died from entanglement in a �ishing net.
Its stocky body and blunt head with no discernible
beak makes it distinguishable from other dolphin
and whale species reported in the Arabian Sea.
Earlier, three incidents regarding skeletal remains
and sighting of Risso’s dolphins were reported in
early 2000. This is the �irst time that a complete
specimen of a male Risso’s dolphin was found to be
stranded on the Clifton beach. According to
Muhammad Moazzam Khan, technical adviser
(Marine Fisheries), WWF-Pakistan and president of
the Pakistan Whales and Dolphin Society, this
stranding is a rare �ind because Risso’s dolphins
prefer to live in deeper waters and are usually
found on the edge of continental shelves.

The annual mortality of dolphins has decreased
from 12,000 dolphins in 2014 to merely 60 in 2019.
This 99 per cent of reduction in dolphin mortality
indicates a positive impact of capacity building and
awareness raising of �ishers about the conservation
of biodiversity. (Credits: The News)
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COVID-19: The Most Affected Economies
March 7, UNCTAD has published a technical note
entitled Global Trade Impact of the Coronavirus
(COVID-19) Epidemic, noting the most affected
economies.

The table above reports the potential effect of COVID-19 on exports in the most exposed countries to
Chinese supply disruptions. Overall, the most
impacted economies will be the European Union
(machinery, automotive, and chemicals), the U.S.
(machinery, automotive, and precision instruments), Japan (machinery and automotive), South
Korea (machinery and communication equipment),
Taiwan (communication equipment and of�ice
machinery) and Vietnam (communication equipment). (Credits: SeaTrade Maritime News)

ment shortages. Eastbound rates from Europe to
South Asia have also moved up sharply, hitting
$1,100 per teu and $1,400 per feu, compared with
$750 and $1,000 at end-February 2020. Carriers
have also begun imposing an “equipment imbalance surcharge,” citing additional inventory repositioning costs.

An announcement made by Hapag-Lloyd, that is
scheduled to come into force from 1 April in line
with the US Federal Maritime Commission’s 30-day
advance notice requirement, suggests that carriers
are looking to take advantage of a more favourable
spot market. The German container line plans to
hike rates from Asia-US trades by $500 per teu and
$600 per feu for all types of cargo. "In light of
current market conditions, we will apply a new
general rate increase from Indian Subcontinent
(India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka) to USA
and Canada,” Hapag-Lloyd said. (Credits: Sea
Trade)
Cruise Ships Economy Hit Hard

Container Freight Rates For South Asia Ports
Rise Sharply

March 11, The dramatic drop calls to ports in South
Asia has led to a sharp rise container freight rates
in the �irst half of March re�lecting the effects of
large-scale vessel capacity reductions and equip-

March 18, Cruise ships are often called “monsters”
of the sea. A vessel like Royal Caribbean’s Sympho-
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ny of the Seas is longer than 12 blue whales. At
228k gross tons, it is 5x the size of the once-formidable Titanic. It can hold 6,680 passengers and
2,200 crewmembers, the population of a small
American town. In 2018, 28.5m passengers — the
bulk of them from America — spent more than
$46B on cruises globally.

In the wake of a COVID-19 pandemic that has
infected more than 157k and killed at least 5.8k
people worldwide, the hospitality industry is
reeling. Cruise ships — often called “�loating petri
dishes,” for their adeptness at spreading illnesses
— have been hit especially hard. After at least 21
passengers tested positive for COVID-19 aboard
Carnival’s Grand Princess, the State Department
urged the public to “not travel by cruise ship.” The
crisis has sunk cruise stocks by double digits,
cruise companies since then are lobbying for federal assistance. (Credits: Hustle)
UNCTAD Calls For Keeping Maritime Trade To
Fight SARS-COVID

March 25, The UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) called governments on Wednesday for keeping active maritime trade and allowing
access to vessels in ports. According to the statistics, around 80 percent of global exchange is being
carried out by sea-based commercial deliveries
that move food, energy and raw material worldwide, as well as goods and manufactured components. These include vital medical supplies, which
are needed right now, and articles that are necessary for preserving many jobs in manufacture,
without them modern society could not work,
pointed out the UNCTAD. The press statement
added that in this time of crisis, it is imperative to
maintain uninterrupted supply chains and allow
ongoing maritime trade and cross-border trans-

port. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping)

Maintain Global Maritime Routes, G20 Leaders
Urged

March 28, The International Chamber of Shipping
(ICS) and the International Association of Ports and
Harbors today called on G20 leaders to act quickly
to protect global supply chains from the impact of
COVID-19. In an open letter to leaders, it called for
a coordinated approach by governments, working
in conjunction with the UN International Maritime
Organization, the World Health Organization and
other relevant agencies. “Shipping is the lifeblood
of the world,” ICS secretary general Guy Platten
wrote. “We need nations, led by the G20, to work
together to provide coordinated rather than kneejerk restrictions to protect us all from COVID-19.”
(Credits: New Westminster Records)
COVID-19 makes blank sailings jump and TEU
crash

March 30, The COVID-19 pandemic has made TEU
traf�ic fall by 23% on Asian shipping lanes since the
start of 2020, according to Ocean Insights. Added to
that, global TEU traf�ic had fallen by 7% in the same
time period, from a high of approximately 16.8
million TEU in mid-January to 15.5 million by
mid-March. The pandemic has caused substantial
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congestion in many of the world’s key ports and
trade hubs since its initial outbreak in late-2019.
How fast the industry recovers will depend on how
quickly it can keep up with China, which has started
to see factories returning to normal operations and
exports pick up. (Credits: Port Technology)
Maritime Silk Road Trade Index: ASEAN
becomes China’s largest trading partner

March 31, From January to February 2020, the
Maritime Silk Road Trade Index (STI) released by
the Ningbo Shipping Exchange showed that the
import and export trade index was 103.51 points, a
year-on-year decrease of 10.62%; the export trade
index was 101.38 points, a year-on-year decrease
of 17.11%; the import trade index was 105.68
points, down 3.23% year-on-year. China’s total
import and export trade value was US $ 591.993
billion, a year-on-year decrease of 10.62%. Among
them: total export trade value was US $ 292.449
billion, down 17.11% year-on-year; total import
trade value was US $ 299.544 billion, down 3.23%
year-on-year; trade de�icit was US $ 7.096 billion.
(Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
COVID-19 Impact on Maritime Business In Asia

March 31, The maritime sector is of a considerable
importance to all countries, particularly Southeast
Asia. The pandemic has resulted in lower demand
and dif�iculties in delivery. The shipping companies
are reducing transport by seaborne vessels which
is affecting the supply chains at all levels. Due to the
mass percentage of international trade by the sea,
the intra-Asian and global supply chain has been
tremendously affected. Ships unable to enter

Chinese ports, but ships are considered to be "�loating quarantine" vessels as they are held in docks;
their workers held up for inspection, the cancellation of shore leave and extra port inspections. Daily
charter rates for tankers and bulk freighters have
plummeted more than 70 percent since early January (Credits: Korea Times)

ECSA and ETF Warn Of Collapse Of European
Maritime Trade
March 19, The European social partners in the maritime transport sector, ECSA and ETF stressed that
it is crucial for EU shipping industry to perform its
crucial function for the European economy and its
citizens. 76% of EU’s external trade is moved by
sea, and 32% of intra EU transport of goods. It has
to be ensured that essential goods, energy, food,
medicines and many other products from outside
the EU can be delivered to EU’s internal market,
citizens and vital industries in all. Without this
many supply chains would be severely impacted or
come to a complete stagnation, making the
economic impact of the crisis even bigger than
already is the case. (Credits: Ship Insight)
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ICS Issues New Coronavirus Guidance For
Global Shipping
March 6, The International Chamber of Shipping
(ICS) has issued a new guidance for the global shipping industry to help curb the spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19). “With no vaccine currently available to tackle the coronavirus, all industries and
governments must take appropriate steps to
contain the spread. Shipping is responsible for 90%
of global trade and recognises its responsibility in
helping tackle this global health,” commented Guy
Platten, secretary general of ICS. The guidance
document has been designed to support all types of
ships which operate in international waters, and it
will be distributed to seafarers through the ICS’s
network of national member associations. (Credits:
Sea Trade)
MSC Deploys Largest Containerships To Transpaci�ic

Cyprus To Maintain Shipping Flag Competitiveness Amid COVID19 Outbreak

March 24, The Cyprus Shipping Chamber has
implemented a work-from-home policy for its staff
since last week, to prevent a wider spread of COVID-19. Deputy Shipping Minister Natasa Pilides
said that although maritime service will be affected
by the coronavirus outbreak, the attractive tonnage
tax system reforms would ensure Cyprus �lag’s
viability in the future. She said that maintaining the
competitiveness of the Cyprus �lag is of primary
importance, especially after the approval by the
European Commission of the Cyprus tonnage tax
system for 10 more years, up to 2030. Fully-�ledged
shipping companies based in Cyprus have
increased to 220, with the number of ship-management operators rising to 50, placing Cyprus at the
top of this category. (Credits: Financial Mirror)
The Mission To Seafarers Urges Industry To
Recognize Seafarers As International Key
Workers During Covid-19 Crisis

March 12, MSC has deployed one of the world’s
largest containerships on the transpaci�ic. The
23,756 teu MSC Mia, one of a series of the largest
boxships ever built, has been deployed on ad hoc
basis on the 2M alliance’s North Europe - Far East –
US West Coast AE1/TP6 service. According to
analyst Alphaliner, it is believed that the deployment was made in a move to address equipment
shortages in the US caused by large number of
blanked sailings following Chinese New Year and
the outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) which
saw much of Chinese manufacturing closed in
February. (Credits: SeaTrade)

March 27, The Mission
to Seafarers (TMS) is
uniting with other maritime organizations to
call for recognition of
the role of seafarers in
providing
essential
international
trade
during the COVID-19
pandemic. In these unprecedented times, seafarers
remain at the front line, sustaining the essential
global supply chains, including of food and medical
supplies. However, unlike airline crew and medical
staff who are considered international ‘key workers’, many seafarers are not acknowledged as such.
With transit arrangements currently very dif�icult,
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many crew �ind themselves on extended contracts,
often denied shore leave and unable to access
welfare support at a time of great stress and anxiety. TMS has joined in calling on governments and
recognized authorities to prioritize the facilitation
of crew changes and the effective support of seafarers. (Credits: Mission to Seafarers)
Ports Not Prepared If ‘Critical Mass’ Of Worker
Sick

March 27, As lockdowns and travel restrictions
have been imposed globally the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
has warned that many ports are not ready if a critical mass of workers become sick. A statement from
Dr. Mukhisa Kituyi, Secretary-General of UNCTAD,
said that port workers are in danger of contracting
COVID-19. “Without functioning ports, cargoes
including those with life-saving supplies cannot be
transported to where they are needed,” Kituyi also
said that ports should treat seafarers as key workers, affording them the same �lexibility currently
given to aircrew and health workers in boarding
and leaving ships. (Credits: Port Technology)
Shipowner Organizations Highlight The Risks
Of Banning Crew Changes

March 27, Shipowner organizations are highlighting the dif�iculties that regulations aimed at
preventing the spread of the coronavirus – COVID-19 – are having on crew changes, and as well as
inspections and repairs. Limitations on crew
change (the replacement of one of the ship's crew
members with another one) have the potential to
cause serious disruption to the �low of trade. The

association urged all IMO member states and port
states to adopt a pragmatic approach and remove
undue hindrances to seafarers leaving or joining
ships. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
Global Maritime Forum Announces New Members of The Board Of Directors

March 28, The annual general meeting of the Global
Maritime Forum took place on Thursday, 26 March
2020 via a conference call. The agenda included the
election of new members of the Board of Directors.
International not-for-pro�it organization, Global
Maritime Forum, announced the new composition
of its Board of Directors, following annual general
meeting. Peter Stokes was re-elected as Chairman
of the Board of Directors. Randy Chen was elected
as new Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors.
They have multiple years of experience in diverse
areas of the maritime sector and a profound understanding of the long-term forces that will shape the
future of global seaborne trade. (Credits: Global
Maritime Forum)
ICTSI Asks Cargo Firms To Unclog Manila Port

March 31, International Container Terminal Services Inc. has appealed to cargo owners to immediately remove their containers at its �lagship Manila
International Container Terminal (MICT) to ensure
ef�icient maritime trade �low. From March 1 to 26
alone, there were 8,201 cleared containers sitting
on the terminal, many of which are food containers
and over 850 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent unit) are
refrigerated containers. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping)
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Pirates Kidnap Seven Crew From MSC Boxship
Off Gabon

commercial and security trends within shipping.
During this period of instability, it is key that
vessels, vessel owners and the maritime community rely on clear-headed, data-driven and reliable
solutions, which will facilitate economic activity
within this new reality. (Credits: Dryad Global)
Maritime Safety Market extrapolated to gain
$23.67 Billion by 2021

March 22, Seven crew members onboard container
vessel MSC Talia F have been kidnapped by pirates
in the Gulf of Guinea, off the coast of Libreville,
Gabon.The 2015-built, 957-teu MSC Talia F, carrying 17 seafarers, is believed to have been en-route
from Lome, Togo to Port Libreville, Gabon at the
time of the pirates’ boarding, according to Dryad
Global Maritime Security. “Reporting indicates that
the Portuguese-�lagged container vessel MSC Talia
F was boarded resulting in the kidnap of seven
crew,” Dryad Global said on its website. (Credits:
Dryad Global)

March 25, According to a new market research
report "Maritime Safety Market by Technology &
Systems (Surveillance & Tracking, Detectors, GIS,
Communication, SCADA, Screening & Scanning,
Access Control, and Weather Monitoring), Service,
Category, and Region - Global Forecast to 2021",
published by Markets and Markets™, the maritime
safety market size estimates to grow from $16.71
Billion in 2016 to $23.67 Billion by 2021, at an
estimated Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
of 7.2%. (Credits: OpenPR)
Egypt And Turkey's Energy Face-Off In The Mediterranean

Shifting Realities: How The Covid-19 Crisis Will
Impact The Maritime Threat Picture

March 23, The emergence of COVID-19 as a severe
global public health issue has created signi�icant
rami�ications, including economic disruption and
the threat of a global recession, logistical complexities, geopolitical considerations, and security
issues. It is expected that COVID-19 will be the
de�ining threat trend of the year, which will shape

March 27, Egypt signing an agreement with �ive
major energy companies to start drilling in the
Mediterranean off its coast near Libya has raised
the prospect of more friction developing with
Turkey. The US Geological Survey estimates there
to be 122 trillion cubic feet of recoverable gas
reserves in the Mediterranean's Leviathan Basin,
and the countries in the region are on a quest to
acquire what they consider their rightful share. The
agreement intensi�ied tensions with Turkey, which
in November signed maritime and military memoranda of understanding with Libya's UN-recog-
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nized Government of National Accord (GNA) in
Tripoli. (Credits: AI)
Building A True Partnership Of Academic And
Maritime Sectors

March 28, A well-quali�ied technical support team
was formed to provide all required solutions and
support at The Arab Academy for Science and Technology (AASTS) Maritime Transport in Sharjah. Dr.
Ismail Abdel Ghaffar, President of the Arab Academy for Science, Technology and Maritime Transport, highlighted said that the institute has
succeeded in providing theoretical and applied
lectures and laboratories via electronic platforms
and customized programmes, providing electronic
learning resources and developing educational
materials. (Credits: GulfToday)

Lithuania Joins The International Maritime
Security Construct
March 29, Lithuania is the
eighth member nation to join
the International Maritime
Security Construct (IMSC)
since it formed in November
2019.
Other
members
include Albania, Australia,
Bahrain, Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, and
the United States. IMSC based in Manama, Bahrain
is a multinational effort aimed at enhancing maritime security throughout key waterways in the
Middle East. The IMSC is enabling nations to work
cooperatively to promote the free �low of commerce, deter threats to shipping, and enhance maritime domain awareness and surveillance in the
Gulf. (Credits: Janes Defense)
Piracy Warnings Issues for Ships Off Iran

Without A Sea Coast, Ethiopia Endeavors to
Develop A Navy

28 March, Ethiopia is the Horn of Africa's key player
with a developing economy and population of over
100 million. It is concerned at its lack of sea access.
Eritrea gained its independence in 1991 and Ethiopia lost her seacoast. Prime Minister Abiy believes
establishing a Navy will help convince investors
that the Horn of Africa is a secure environment. By
pushing for a Navy, Ethiopia is adding a maritime
component to this overall drive. Because of lack of a
strong regional Navy in the area, the incidents of
piracy since 2008 at the coast of Somalia has
threatened the safe passage of merchant ships in
the region The Bab El Mandeb is a passage for 5
million barrels per day of crude oil and re�ined
petroleum products. (Credits: IPP Media)

March 31, Piracy reporting bodies have issued
warnings to vessels off Iran after new intelligence
emerged after United Kingdom Maritime Trade
Organization
(UKMTO)
issued
‘suspicious
approach’
warning
(Location:
261100N,
0543100E) stating that a MT was approached by 2
Skiffs, 5-6 POB, with a ladder raised. MT took
evasive measures and is safe. All vessels transiting
the area are advised to exercise caution. (Credits:
UKMTO)
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Coronavirus May Impact Efforts To Curb Shipping Emissions

mer’s Posidonia exhibition at the Metropolitan
Expo Center.

March 18, The aviation and shipping sectors are
likely to delay their climate targets because of the
massive economic losses in�licted by the coronavirus pandemic. Both sectors are likely to face a loss
of more than 115 billion U.S dollars. Figures are
expected to rise as more countries are imposing
travel bans to prevent transmission of the infection.
(Credits: Hellenic Shipping)

The objective of the June 3 event is to generate
concrete business opportunities and give visibility
to business ideas, bringing innovation and digitalization to the blue economy. (Credits: Trust Project)
The Oceans Twilight Zone Must Be Studied Now,
Before It Is Too Late

Maritime Environment Meetings Postponed
due to COVID-19 Outbreak

March 20, Crucial environmental meetings and
negotiations to discuss the carbon footprint of the
maritime industry have been postponed due to the
outbreak. The International Maritime Organization
(IMO) postponed �ive meetings, including a review
meeting in London from March 30 to April 3. (Credits: IMO)
Emerging Maritime Startups in Greece

March 20, The “Emerging Maritime Startups in
Greece” has been planned to take place at this sum-

March 31, The twilight zone contains the largest
and least exploited �ish stocks of the world’s
oceans. Spanning from just below 200 metres to
1,000 metres deep, it is an interface between the
well-studied marine life in the sunlit zone above
and the ecosystems of the abyss below. The twilight
zone is privy to the largest migration on Earth.
Huge numbers of �ishes and zooplankton move
hundreds of metres towards the surface each night
to feed, before retreating back down at dawn. The
zone is poorly understood. Even the number of
organisms that live there remains a mystery. The
majority of it lies beyond national jurisdiction. This
makes it of common interest and responsibility,
and requires global agreement is necessary to
manage it. (Credits: Nature)
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Blue Economy: A Sustainable Future
Written by Ali Basit

Since the times immemorial, oceans remained an
important contour in charting the discourse of
human progress. Humanity’s relation with oceans
led to the development of many ancient civilizations. Livelihood largely remained associated with
the seas and oceans as most of the commercial
trade transit carried out through important waterways. How people can exploit and use the ocean
based resources is evolving in signi�icant ways for
sustainable economy: an economic growth that
sustains the natural resources and environment for
future generations.

The shift from ‘Brown’ to ‘Green’ economy was
profoundly felt necessary whence the former
proved to be a destructive menace for the ecology
and ecosystem in general. The industrial activities
that our modern civilization depends upon, have
raised atmospheric vulnerabilities and also played
a pertinent role for bringing in the climate change
(a result of natural causes, human activities, emission of greenhouse gases and changes in land use)
which adversely affected the natural environment.
As per the World Bank estimates, air pollution
alone costs the global economy more than $5
trillion every year. Moving farther to minimize the
effects of brown economy on earth, the world in
2008 pledged to move towards an economy with
cleaner energy systems that encapsulates the usage
of energy more ef�iciently to reduce the vulnerabilities of the non-friendly environmental factors and
ingress much better natural resource management
systems to nurture the economic growth; such an
economy is termed as ‘Green’.

Meanwhile a book by Gunter Paul’s, titled: “The
Blue Economy; 10 years, 100 innovations, 100
million jobs” surfaced in 2010 bringing the concept
of blue economy into the limelight. But the question here arises that what exactly the concept of
blue economy addresses. As per the Center for the
Blue Economy, “it is the overall contribution of the
oceans to economies, the need to address the environmental and ecological sustainability of the
oceans, and the ocean economy as a growth oppor-

tunity for both developed and developing countries.” The concept at its core refers to promote
economic growth, social inclusion, and the preservation of livelihoods while at the same time ensuring environmental sustainability of the oceans and
coastal areas. The oceans are increasingly becoming the source of food and energy which is pertinent for the existence of life on the planet Earth.
Many economists have estimated an asset value of
$24 trillion to the ocean economy and as of now it’s
delivering something between $4-500 billion each
year in terms of the dividend to humanity.

People do understand that the oceans are not limitless and that they are suffering from increasing and
often cumulative human impacts. And also the
oceans that are not healthy and resilient are not
able to support economic growth. The fact that
oceans and seas matter for sustainable development is undeniable. An important challenge of the
blue economy is to understand and better manage
the various aspects of oceanic sustainability, ranging from sustainable �isheries to ecosystem. The
second important aspect to highlight in this regard
is realization of the effective management of ocean
resources which requires collaboration across
nation-states on different blue economic avenues
and also synergy within various institutions of the
nation-states.

Being an important maritime state in the Indian
Ocean region, Pakistan is progressively apprehending the marvels of the Blue Economy. The country is
blessed with approximately 1050 km long coastline
and the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) covering
about 240,000 sq. km. Pakistan’s sea trade route
contributes about $66.5 billion dollars to economic
growth, accumulates 31% of Pakistan’s GDP. Fish
and seafood industry in Pakistan alone has the
potential of generating the revenue of more than
$1.2 billion. Moreover, Pakistan’s mangrove area, a
sixth largest in the world, holds an annual value of
about $20 million which can be extracted from
mangrove dependent �ish species and shrimp
industry. Whereas, Pakistan National Shipping
Corporation which handles about 99% import of
gasoline products holds a very small number of
cargo vessels that only carries 7% of cargo to the
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world, while the remaining 93% is handled by
foreign companies which produce foreign exchange
of about $1.5 billion annually. Such economic
�igures can contribute to overcome the economic
instability of the country and put back the national
economy on the success track. To optimally bene�it
from the country’s maritime sector, there is a need
for an integrated National Maritime Policy to effectively capitalize the ocean based dividends.

Need of an hour is to formulate an effective national
compliance mechanism and synergize the institutional efforts to untap the blue economic potentials. Moreover, CPEC is a signi�icant platform to
play a pivot role in this regard as it has already put
forward plans for the activation of ocean based
activities in a bid to explore the incredible maritime
avenues. Furthermore, Pakistan should embark
upon boosting its economy while focusing on maritime infrastructure, technology for offshore
resource development, a strong �isheries and
marine leisure sector (tourism), environment
issues etc. All the required �inancial and technological support should be geared up for building, operating, and making economically pro�itable industries. These are compelling reasons for Pakistan to
endorse and internalize the concept of a Blue Economy in policy, bilateral relations as well as international transactions.
Maritime Live-aboard Safari in Pakistan
Naureen Fatima

Nowadays, Live-aboard Safari is very common
across the world and is playing a signi�icant role in
revenue generation by attracting domestic and
foreign tourists. Today, according to live-aboard’s
website’s sources, the top 8 live-aboard safari
destinations in terms of the number of boats are
Indonesia, Egypt, Galapogas, Maldives, Thailand,
Mexico, Australia, and Micronesia with in practice
106; 72; 59; 42; 33; 17; 15 and 8 vessels respectively. However, the concept of this pro�itable business
oriented safari is quite invisible in Pakistan where
it can be quite instrumental for the promotion of
maritime tourism that has huge potential to be
harnessed.

Tourists are quite fond of cruise and diving excursions associated with Live-aboard worldwide. A
live-aboard boat is usually designed for people to
stay in it for some days and usually its services
cater to around 10 to 30 people at a time. It is a
self-suf�icient boat that can provide a living facility
with the provisions of eating, relaxing, and accommodation along with more �lexibility in dive sites.
The concept of live-aboard was �irst introduced in
the Cayman Islands by Paul Humann with his 75
feet boat "Cayman Diver" in 1972.
Globally, tour operators have introduced quality
services for live-aboard by taking care of all kinds
of tourist’s needs and comforts. There are various
individual, group, and family packages available.
Coralia Live-aboard in Indonesia is best known for
its exceptional service standard with a wealth of
knowledge about Indonesian archipelago for 16
guests at a time. It charges approximately US$ 400
to 500 per day for individual tourists depending
upon the seasonal days. It has an impressive
modern design with 48 meter length and 8 cabins;
having wrap-around picture windows, living rooms
with traditional interior clubbed with modern
amenities including ensuite bathrooms and a day
bed with a private balcony area, air conditioning,
free internet, spacious dining hall with a variety of
local & international cuisines, ample storage space,
free nitrox and spacious dive deck. Tiare Cruise is
another Indonesian Live-aboard safari, that offers
year-round luxury dive cruises with the exploration of the world famous dive areas of Komodo
National Park, East Flores, Alor, the Forgotten
Islands, Banda Sea and Raja Ampat. The third
famous Indonesian Live-aboard safari is the luxurious Tiare Phinisi, that caters upto 12 guests at a
time with many complementary services and
charges approximately US$ 450 to 550 per day for
luxurious facilities to the individuals.
In Maldives, Scubaspa Ying is a 50m unique
live-aboard safari that expertly combines luxury
scuba diving with luxury spa treatments to create
the pinnacle of luxurious services at a cost of US$
275 to 300 per day per individual, by accommodating up to 26 divers with a variety of suites to meet
the expectations of every guest. Scubaspa Ying
schedules diving cruises year-round to the central
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atolls in the Maldives. Whereas, in Galapagos, Humbolt Explorer is a popular Live-aboard for its exceptional services to get exposure to the biodiversity.
Humboldt takes divers to the best dive sites of the
Galapagos to discover Galapagos sharks, hammerheads, turtles, tuna, manta rays, whale sharks, and
white tip sharks. It caters up to 16 guests and offers
its services to an individual at the rate of approximately US$ 400 to 450 per day.
Now, It is time for Pakistan to introduce innovative
tourism products by learning from the global experiences where Live-aboard Safari can contribute
towards sustainable livelihood thus important for
poverty alleviation. The traditional Dhows can also
be developed to attract tourists and generate handsome revenue from this unique Live-aboard tourism product.

Live-aboard Safari services can be developed on
number of sites along-side Sindh and Balochistan
coastlines. Starting now, it can be introduced at
Karachi �irst, where the domestic tourist’s �lux
would likely be very signi�icant, which can play an
instrumental role for revenue generation and
Return on Investment (ROI) in a shorter period of
time. Karachi International Airport can also complement by catering foreign tourists. Two Karachi
based cruise trips can be introduced with an 8-9
days package on two different routes i.e. (1) Karachi to Keti Bunder site (Eastern Route), which is an
ecologically and culturally rich area and (2) Karachi
to Somiani (Western Route), which can include
many beautiful sites and sandy beaches. The Western Route can also contribute towards coastal
livelihoods in Balochistan by opening a window of
opportunity for local communities through Somiani and adjoining areas.
Over the next 2-3 years, the same concept can also
be developed at Keti Bunder in Sindh. In parallel,
the potential of Kund Malir in Balochistan can also
be harnessed, where 7-9 days cruise trips may be
introduced. Tourists can enjoy beautiful rides with
wilderness and serene spots on their way to Astola
Island and can also enjoy scuba diving, parasailing,
and other water sports activities during the trip.
While planning over 3-5 years, it would be equally

useful to invest in Gwadar. The new Gwadar international airport would likely be functional by the
time, which would lead towards the success of this
unique tourism product.

To conclude, there is no consideration of any activity seen for such an important component of maritime tourism in Pakistan; however, huge potential
exists which can be harnessed by introducing
culturally rich colours in Dhows as well as brining
modern designs with eco-friendly practices in a
sustainable manner so as to inculcate the culture of
blue economy in Pakistan. A wide variety of
Live-aboard Safari boats can be used with traditional to modern designs and different categories
of packages for tourists’ attraction. The NTCB and
provincial tourism departments of Sindh and
Balochistan need to hold awareness sessions for
which, active engagement with Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FPCCI)
and CPEC authority can mobilize domestic and
foreign investments. At the same time, the Mercantile Marine Department (MMD) should also facilitate vessel registration and licencing for
Live-aboard Safaris.
An Innovative Approach Towards Management
of Maritime Spaces
Naghmana Zafar

Oceans are critical in safeguarding the sovereignty
of any nation. In case of Pakistan, our sustenance
and economic prosperity is dependent on maritime
trade, essentially to meet the energy security
requirements we are reliant on safe and secure
sea-lines of communication. Moreover, more than
80 percent of national import and export is also
conducted through seaports. Thus, safety and security of regional maritime domain and protection of
national maritime zones is extremely important for
Pakistan.
Since past few years our Region, the Western
Indian Ocean, has been experiencing active maritime issues like; piracy, illicit trade, unreported and
unauthorized �ishing, narcotics and human smuggling etc. The emerging challenges of climate
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change, pollution and violation of regulations, oil
spills, accidents at sea or other distress situations
are also adding insecurity into maritime domain. In
addition to this, the presence of regional and extra
regional defence forces in the area is greatly in�luencing the delicate balance of power in the region
and resulting into force build ups and arm race.
Implications of contemporary threats in maritime
domain transcend national boundaries and regional jurisdiction. Therefore, management of maritime
arena is truly a challenging task due to its multifaceted and comprehensive nature. By virtue of our
dependence on sea it’s a compulsion for Pakistan to
be vigilant about its maritime boarders.
Use of technology for achieving improved security
and stability in maritime domain is critical. To
understand the risks, challenges and vulnerabilities that we face today, it is necessary to have comprehensive maritime picture of what is happening
at sea. Integrated satellites, networked sensors and
innovation in related maritime technologies has
ease the task of law enforcement agencies but the
real challenge is to detect and track small objects
and distinguish possible threats from legitimate
activities such as shipping, �ishing and other maritime activities.

The risks of undertaking illicit activities under the
cover of regular maritime activities can only be
addressed though enhanced interoperability and
Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA). Instantaneous information sharing, ensuring effective coordination and integration of organizations involved in
(maritime) safety management and security
surveillance at national and regional level are some
rudimentary requirements to achieve goals of
MDA. These overarching tasks require capabilities
and standards to be developed on a technical as
well as on tactical levels.
National mechanism for sharing of operational
pictures and overall maritime domain awareness
has been improved a lot in past few years due to
Pakistan’s strategy to leverage upon innovation and
technological instruments. Pakistan has developed
a cooperative network of entire maritime stakeholders through Joint Maritime Information and

Coordination Centre (JMICC) for an effective situational awareness. The Centre was established in
2013 under the auspices of Pakistan Navy (PN) and
acts as integrated platform for information sharing
amongst national and international bodies.
Equipped with state of the art facilities, JMICC has
improved standardisation of safety frameworks
and security processes by means of using
sea-based technologies and combination of human
network. Launch of AAAS (Assistance Anytime
Anywhere at Sea) Mobile Application is another
signi�icant step re�lecting PN resolve towards creating an effective information sharing mechanism.
The AAAS app contains many easy to use feathers
and can be operated in three (3) languages. Use of
these emerging technologies not only facilitate
organization of the effective response to arising
maritime challenges but also make presence of law
enforcement agencies in the sea more purposeful.
Secure maritime domain is not only essential for
pursuit of national objectives related to defence
and law enforcement, but due support to this
sector will ultimately promote national goals related to blue growth. Employing innovative approach
to maritime safety and security has been an
extraordinary endeavour of PN towards ef�icient
maritime space management; but its sustenance
requires prolong support from Government in maritime security management, innovation and technology.
It’s indeed a virtuous circle; secure maritime
domain attracts investors and promotes maritime
industrial activities and increasing businesses call
for enhanced safety security arrangements to minimize risks. Therefore, owing support to this much
neglected sector will likely to create conducive
environment for maritime development and
promotion of blue economy in the country.
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Letters to the Editor
The Importance of Cybersecurity Risk Management in Shipping
Cyber risk management is the process of identifying,
analyzing, assessing, and communicating a cyber-security risk while accepting, avoiding, transferring, or
mitigating it to an acceptable level after due consideration of costs and bene�its of the actions.
The goal of maritime cyber risk management is to
support safe and secure shipping, something that is
resilient to cybersecurity risks and a natural extension of the existing safety and security management
practices.

Companies interested in carrying out effective cyber
risk management should incorporate this as part of
their organizational culture wherein this cybersecurity risk awareness should start at the executive and
senior management level and �ilter down to all levels
of the organization.
This will ensure a holistic and �lexible cyber risk
management regime throughout the company. This,
of course, should be in continuous operation and
must be constantly evaluated through effective feedback mechanisms.

As per the IMO’s cyber risk management guidelines,
“One accepted approach to achieve the above is to
comprehensively assess and compare an organization’s current, and desired cyber risk management
postures.
Such a comparison may reveal gaps that can be
addressed to achieve risk management objectives
through a prioritized cyber risk management plan.
This risk-based approach will enable an organization
to best apply its resources in the most effective
manner.”
BIMCO’s cybersecurity guidelines were formulated
based on consultation and inputs of around 16 organizations from shipping companies to communications providers while many classi�ication societies
have published their own guidelines and best practices.
Not to be left behind, a grouping of some of the
leading container shipping lines in the world have

also published their cybersecurity implementation
guide to facilitate vessel readiness for IMO’s Resolution MSC.428 (98) on Maritime Cyber Risk Management in Safety Management Systems.

The Digital Container Shipping Association (DCSA), is
a neutral, non-pro�it group consisting of MSC,
Maersk, CMA CGM, Hapag Lloyd, ONE, Evergreen,
Yang Ming Line, HMM, and ZIM as its members.

DCSA which was established to further digitalization
of container shipping through technology standards
has published its cybersecurity implementation
guide.
The best practices outlined in this guide will provide
all shipping lines with a common language and a
manageable, task-based approach for meeting the
IMO’s January 2021 implementation timeframe.

As per DCSA, this guide aligns itself with existing
BIMCO and NIST (US National Institute of Standards
and Technology) cyber risk
As shipping catches up with other industries such as
banking and telco in terms of digitization, the need
for cyber risk management becomes imperative.

Due to the global economic dependence on shipping
and the complex interconnectedness of shipping
logistics, cyber-attacks such as malware, denial of
service, and system hacks can not only disrupt one
carrier’s revenue stream, they can have a signi�icant
impact on the global economy.
As a neutral digital standards organization, DCSA is
uniquely positioned to help vessel owners mitigate
the increasing risk of cyber-attack on their ships, and
in turn, on the industry at large.”

Vijay Kishan
Sudan
+249 90 3570975
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Turtles on the Beaches are At Risk

Working from Home

I am writing to draw attention to a matter of great
importance. Every year many turtles come from the
sea to lay their eggs. These beaches were a secure
place for marine life, especially for green turtles,
which need a pollution-free breeding environment.
Scientia Pakistan (web) said there are dead bodies of
green turtles found in

Times are tough at the moment. The coronavirus
outbreak has changed the way we work together.

The beaches of Jaddi of Pasni and Padi Zar of Gwadar
and Makran due to misuse of plastic nets and plastic
bags and pollution, which is dangerous for all sea
creatures. Unfortunately, dead bodies of green turtles
are presently being revealed in these beaches. Green
turtles are shy creatures, they don't lay their eggs
where humans reside and like peaceful places.
A biologist believes that these deaths of green turtle
are due to plastic nets and plastic bags. The diet of the
green turtle is jelly�ish and other water entities found
near the coast. The plastic bags seem like a jelly�ish,
by mistake they eat them, which gets stuck in their
stomach and prove fatal.

Fishermen use plastic nets and throw their pieces
into the sea that capture these turtles and lead to
their death. Another reason is the visits of thousands
of tourists at the coastline, who pollute the zone by
tossing plastic bags along the coastline. The main
problem is the people do not understand that turtles
to be important due to lack of awareness, nonappearance of instruction and mindfulness.

Governmental and non-governmental organizations
are not considered to secure green turtles, this will
lead to the termination of green turtles from Pakistani shores. I hope through this platform my concern
for the said issue will reach the relevant authorities.
Hopefully, they will take notice of this issue and
direct the peoples in the position to ful�ill their
responsibilities. The turtles must be able to lay their
eggs safely and go back to the sea where they belong.
Sabeen Akhtar
Karachi

Everything is suddenly different. The coronavirus
pandemic has led to drastic measures in many countries across the world. Public life has ground to a halt
in many places; schools, kindergartens, and other
institutions have been closed; and we are being urged
to keep our physical social interactions to a minimum. What’s more, we are also seeing the immediate
consequences: Instead of commuting to the of�ice in
the morning, we stay at home – and work in our
“home of�ice”.
We being in the Maritime sector are faced with an
overwhelming task as we supply to the world’s major
needs including the medicines that are being transported via sea carriage. Our vessels are a�loat
running around the seas and port and seafarer’s
doing their jobs taking all the risk.

On the ground we should support likewise although
it sounds like the working from home is easier and
will be more fun but interactions with people working from home have revealed otherwise one has to be
well prepared for this mentally and abide by certain
rules to make it effective:

The workspace/workstation should be adequate,
Getting dressed & sticking to the routine, Take a
break per normal of�ice routine, Stay active stretch
your limbs, Get internet Access & communicate effectively, Wind down your workday as you do in your
of�ice.

We have to ensure that goods are discharged and
loaded in the most ef�icient manner allowable in the
current conditions as this is vital for the economics of
our country.
Muhammad Qazim
Karachi
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Maritime Directory
King Agency
4th �loor, Sunny Plaza, Hasrat Mohani road,
Karachi-74200
Mobile: +92 300 2308 488

Sea Liners
Suit No. 904, 9th Floor, Uni Plaza,
Seari Quarters, I.I. Chundrigar Road,
Karachi 74000
Mobile: +92 332 2185 884
HK Enterprises
Express Custom Clearance
Of�ice No. 519, 5th �loor, Sunny Plaza, Suit No. 11/16, Arkay Square Extension,
Hasrat Mohani road, Karachi 74200
Shahra-e-Liaquat, New Challi, Seari QuarMobile: +92 321 8005 097
ters, Karachi 74400
Contact: +92 21 3241 0529
Custom Clearing Agent
Kharadar Ghulam Hussain Kasim Quarters, M Younis & Co.
Karachi 78500
6-U, PECHS Extension Block 6 PECHS, KaraMobile: +92 335 3734 902
chi, Karachi City, Sindh 75400
Contact: +92 21 3431 5065
Prime Linkers Custom
613 Hassan Chamber Bohri Road. Opposite Sandal Agencies
Customs House, Ghulam Hussain Kasim Of�ice No. 1107, 11th Floor Muhammadi
Quarters, Karachi
Trade Tower Napier Rd, New Chali, KaraContact: +92 321 8492 658
chi 74100
Contact: +92 21 3237 1134
Ailia Enterprises
A-34/3, Lalazar Queen Road, M.T.Khan, Zs Logistics (Pvt.) Ltd.
Karachi 74200
West Wharf, Karachi
Mobile: +92 333 3123 069
Contact: +92 21 3200 1793
Costa Logistics
Uni Centre, I.I Chundrigar Rd,
Seari Quarters, Karachi 74000
Mobile: +92 321 4108 433

Ijaz & Sons
Textile Plaza, 25-C, 3rd Floor, M.A Jinnah
Rd, Seari Quarters, Karachi, Karachi City,
Sindh 74000
Mobile: +92 300 9271 436

Pakistan Customs
Of�ice No.605, 6th Floor Uni Centre,
Seari Quarters, I.I Chundrighar Road, Karachi 75600
Mobile: +92 346 2035 609

Tron Global (Pvt.) Ltd.
9-C, 10th St, Phase V, Badar Commercial
Area, Phase 6, Defence Housing Authority,
Karachi 75500
Contact: +92 42 1115 70570

Agility Logistics (Pvt.) Ltd.
Plot # 12-A, Miran Mohammed Shah Road,
M.A.C.H.S., Karachi, 75350
Contact: +92 21 1114 36436
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Books to Read

The Boundless Sea: A Human History of the Oceans
Publisher: Oxford University Press (October 14, 2019)
ISBN-10: 0199934983
ISBN-13: 978-0199934980

From the beginning of history to the present, a sweep of the
world's oceans and seas and how they have shaped the course
of civilization. From the author of the acclaimed The Great Sea,
David Abula�ia's new book guides readers along the world's
greatest bodies of water to reveal their primary role in human
history. The main protagonists are the three major oceans--the
Atlantic, the Paci�ic, and the Indian--which together comprise
the majority of the earth's water and cover over half of its
surface. Over time, as passage through them gradually extended and expanded, linking �irst islands and then continents, maritime networks developed, evolving from local exploration to
lines of regional communication and commerce and eventually
to major arteries. These waterways carried goods, plants,
livestock, and of course people--free and enslaved--across vast
expanses, transforming and ultimately linking irrevocably the
economies and cultures of Africa, Europe, Asia, and the Americas. Far more than merely another history of exploration, The
Boundless Sea shows how maritime networks gradually formed a continuum of interaction and interconnection. Working chronologically, Abula�ia moves from the earliest forays of peoples taking hand-hewn
canoes into uncharted waters, to the routes taken daily by supertankers in the thousands.

About the Author
David Abula�ia is Emeritus Professor of Mediterranean History at Cambridge University. He
is the author of many books, including The Great Sea: A Human History of the Mediterranean
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Books to Read

Rethinking The Oceans – Towards the Blue Economy
Publisher: Paragon House (January 15, 2017)
ISBN-10: 1557789258
ISBN-13: 978-1557789259

The world has come to a crossroads. By the end of this century
the total population is expected to exceed ten billion, but the
area of land to support this is �inite. Indeed, with climate change,
some of the most valuable land areas will be lost, much of it as a
result of rising sea levels. To sustain life on earth, new ways have
to be found to grow food, generate energy, and conserve the
environment on which our future depends. Fortunately, when
faced with a challenge of such consequence, people prove to be
remarkably inventive. In this case, solutions are by no means
beyond reach. We can start, quite simply, by looking out to sea.
There, stretching to the horizon, lies the future. Remarkably, the
oceans cover two and a half times the extent of terra �irma (�irm
land). Yet we have always taken far less interest in the sea than
the land. But what if we change our thinking? Instead of continuing to see the land as our future, suppose we put our trust in the
sea. For solutions to some of the earth’s most pressing problems,
the oceans may be our salvation, the source of untapped economic wealth. Within these waters can be
found the elements of what is now widely known as the Blue Economy, the new frontier for human development. It is a twenty-�irst century concept to meet a twenty-�irst century challenge.
This book explores all aspects of the Blue Economy. Where does the idea come from? What does it
include? How can it transform traditional economies? Can it be sustainable? And what needs to be done
to ensure its universal adoption? James Alix Michel, President of the Republic of Seychelles, at the time,
was ideally placed to write this book. He has in recent years pioneered the concept, �irst within his own
nation and then in international gatherings, urging world leaders to take a fresh view of our oceans.

About the Author
James Michel assumed the presidency of the Republic of Seychelles in 2004. He
successfully steered his country through turbulent waters at the time of the global
�inancial crisis, always keeping his sights on his bold vision of the new Seychelles.
President Michel has been active on the international stage. He has rallied support to
tackle piracy in the Indian Ocean, championed the cause of small island states, marshalled strong arguments to alert the rest of the world to the threats of climate change,
and he has pioneered the concept of the Blue Economy. Michel has authored a series of books: A Man of
the People (2010), then Distant Horizons (2011) and Island Nation in a Global Sea (2014).
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Port Activity
ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (March 2020)
Date
Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes
3-Mar-20
87,544
61,548
4-Mar-20
88,885
30,030
5-Mar-20
119,966
73,862
6-Mar-20
64,843
29,806
7-Mar-20
53,015
41,735
10-Mar-20
91,773
72,899
11-Mar-20
46,777
44,117
12-Mar-20
58,084
56,843
13-Mar-20
62,829
40,801
14-Mar-20
72,136
43,690
17-Mar-20
80,037
61,654
18-Mar-20
27,587
5,490
19-Mar-20
100,379
77,536
109,957
36,751
20-Mar-20
21-Mar-20
89,941
16,437
25-Mar-20
166,376
33,568
26-Mar-20
119,280
35,583
27-Mar-20
116,869
38,638
28-Mar-20
82,603
32,967
31-Mar-20
36,939
31,875

Total

450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0

1,675,820

865,830

Total
149,092
118,915
193,828
94,649
94,750
164,672
90,894
114,927
103,630
115,826
141,691
33,077
177,915
146,708
106,378
199,944
154,863
155,507
115,570
68,814

2,541,650

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT
Total
Export in Tonnes
Import in Tonnes
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Port Activity
ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (March 2020)
Date
Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes
3-Mar-20
71,701
24,039
4-Mar-20
136,132
40,679
5-Mar-20
168,783
18,791
6-Mar-20
119,177
62,814
7-Mar-20
166,432
17,518
10-Mar-20
103,438
18,753
11-Mar-20
153,716
58,023
12-Mar-20
164,052
27,896
13-Mar-20
140,022
61,446
14-Mar-20
103,302
37,107
17-Mar-20
102,337
20,045
18-Mar-20
128,147
41,513
19-Mar-20
127,131
54,148
20-Mar-20
112,738
61,591
21-Mar-20
127,540
22,670
25-Mar-20
59,750
32,300
26-Mar-20
137,581
24,573
27-Mar-20
113,711
66,998
28-Mar-20
102,516
8,493
31-Mar-20
131,692
20,634

Total

1,807,673

556,190

Total
95740
176,811
187574
181,991
183,950
122,191
211,739
191,948
201,468
140,409
122,382
169,660
181,279
174,329
150,210
92,050
162,154
180,709
111,009
152,326

2,363,863

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM
450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0

Total
Export in Tonnes
Import in Tonnes
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From the Desk
Aquaculture and Fisheries
Ali�iya AunAli (Desk: Fisheries and development of
Coastal Communities)
Pakistan is gifted and bestowed with vast marine
resources, including freshwater, salted water, and
marine resources. These resources could be
utilized for aquaculture and Mari-culture development in the country as these activities are economically ef�icient and environmentally sustainable if
practiced in the right manner.

Despite its endowment in natural and marine
resources, Pakistan ranks 28th in �isheries among
the �ishing nations in terms of production and turnover and 50th in terms of export earnings. Pakistan’s seafood exports stood at a meager $278.6
million during July-February 2019/20 year.

alleviation and would contribute actively towards a
larger share of the agriculture sector’s contribution
in the over all GDP.

The support extended by the government to all the
farmers involved would positively help in boosting
export revenues, creating decent jobs, supporting
livelihoods in coastal communities, improving
domestic nutrition and food security, and closing
Pakistan’s signi�icant economic gender inequality.
This would in return also ful�ill two sustainable
developmental goals, which emphasize on sustainable exploitation of �isheries and alleviation of
poverty by establishing aquaculture as an important component of �isheries.

Keeping this in perspective the government has
placed an agriculture emergency to direct its
efforts and measures to make this industry pour its
share in a bigger number than its scanty 0.8% in
the total of 3.7% in the GDP from the agricultural
sector, at present �isheries employs only 1% of the
population, which can be increased to great
number with the right policies, efforts, and actions.
In the region, China, India, and Bangladesh have a
thriving aquaculture industry and progress by
implementing advanced techniques and modern
technologies that do not only provide them
substantial foreign exchange also employs
hundreds and thousands of people in this important sector of maritime economy.
The government of Pakistan has recently launched
the “Agriculture Emergency Program”, under which
three of its thirteen development projects would be
executed in �isheries which includes projects on
incubating shrimp farming, cage culture for �ish
species and trout culture. This program would
provide exponential livelihood opportunities for
the communities living along the coast and mountainous region for freshwater �ish farming.
The initiated program would inject fuel into the
�isheries sector and improve the situation and
condition of �isheries, this would help in poverty
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Princess of Hope

Princess of Hope is a natural rock formation that manifests a princess looking beyond horizons (maybe for hope). The sea breeze coming from the Arabian Sea has worked for many
years an expert craftsman to carve this beautiful sculpture. Princess of Hope stands high in
the mountain range along with Makran Coastal Highway.
The entire landscape is covered with gorges and mountains of mud and rock. Climatic
changes, rain and strong winds coming from the sea have transformed these rocks into
nicely sculpted objects – the Princess of Hope is just one of them.
The formation of Princess of Hope is so perfect that it appears to be a masterpiece of a
skilled artisan who has made no mistake in transforming this rock into a princess. The
name Princess of Hope was given by Hollywood actress Angelina Jolie on her visit to this
area.
(Source: https://www.discover-pakistan.com/princess-of-hope.html)

